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This book published by Libri Publishing, UK, brings together the work of authors from several 
countries dealing with issues revolving around the reuse of existing infrastructure – principally 
buildings. Edited by Graham Cairns it successfully weaves together the disparate set of ideas of 
the varying levels of insightfulness, realism and interest, that inevitably characterise the context 
from which the books comes – a conference. Illustrated in black and white the volume lacks 
some of the tropes of a quality publication and would benefit from being longer – it has 
contributions from only nine authors, ten if one includes the editor. Despite these limitations 
however, it is a potentially important text in its field.  
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There is a danger with this type of publication that we simply have a glossy reminder of the 
lectures we attended, the papers we read, the people we met, the coffee we drank and the 
dinner we ate at a cosy conference over a few days – a pleasant reminiscence of a few days out 
of the office. It will look good on the shelf and we can take comfort in the fact that we attended a 
worthy gathering of our colleagues. That may be true, and the book’s front cover certainly looks 
good on a shelf, but this reviewer was unable to attend the event and the book’s content is 
different from what normally emerges out of conference proceedings. Not simply a random 
selection of essays, it is a well-constructed collection of socially and politically laden texts that 
the editor has deliberately interconnected into a coherent volume.   

It begins with Ruskin and his sparring partner in Europe, Viollet le Duc and an historic overview 
of their arguments. It thus pits an anglo-saxon obsession with the static (the fixed-in-time 
Conservationist dogma of Ruskin), against the possibly more enlightened European, value-
driven, restorative approach of Le Duc. You may already detect a certain bias in my tone, but 
the Romanticism of Ruskin is so well communicated in this volume that, in being reminded of it, 
the realisation on the part of the reviewer of its impact on the agenda under which Britain has 
laboured until very recent times was astonishing. The examination by Plevoets and Van 
Cleempoel of these, and other strategies towards adaptive re-use that have developed from this 
debate shows the reader how a “multitude of approaches” can and should be adopted today. 
Whether you agree with them or not, what cannot be denied, but is still deeply misunderstood 
by those who make the decisions, is that the re-use of the existing is a highly complex task that 
must be undertaken with the consideration of many issues at many different levels.  

After this introduction to the history of building adaptation and its theoretical arguments, the 
book leads us to the contemporary ideas of Graeme Brooker, a teacher preoccupied with waste 
- more specifically, the curious concept of ‘Wastespace’. The concern here is to question how 
space (interpreted as building interiors, plinths, petrol stations and seminaries) can end up being 
of so little value to the society in which they exist, that they are left unoccupied and redundant - 
eventually decaying. What to do with these spaces is the question asked.   

Brooker’s wastespaces leads onto a consideration of declining spaces of a different and more 
specific nature. Kirsty Mate asks us to consider whether shopping centres, now becoming 
increasingly redundant, can be converted into “places of real and symbolic sustainability”. Let’s 
be honest, she has a job on her hands to convince us. While I agree with the author that if 
changes in attitude towards consumption and sustainability are made, shopping centres can 
become a catalyst for more sustainable re-developments. I question the feasibility of the 
proposals put forwards here. This is perhaps the weakest part of the book, with the reader being 
asked to imagine scenarios of unlikely forms, amongst which we have the conversion of car 
parks into sites of local food production. 

A similar level of optimism in the future effuses the subsequent contribution to this volume – an 
article considering regeneration in the complex context of a Spanish farming community. Marc 
Furnival documents a project that lacks no less ambition than Mate’s, but he grounds his 
proposals in the realities of the recession-hit, semi-rural locale, he examines. As part of an 
ambitious plan to regenerate the Cabrales region of northern Spain into an area for sustainable 
cultural tourism, he describes a project converting a small barn into an artist’s residence which, 
in theory, functions as a form of catalyst. Furnival is realistic about the pitfalls that this approach, 
historically, has invited. He cites the overabundance of poor quality tourist accommodation in 
other areas of the region and measures his idealism with an acknowledgement of a need for a 
larger infrastructure to be in place for the scheme to work. He thus links the individual building 
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with a local community and the region as a whole without fully falling into the realm of pure 
utopian thought. Nevertheless, the ideas put forward are, perhaps, overly optimistic.  

The sustainability of a community of a different kind occupies Nuala Rooney who looks at 
Titanic Belfast, a £100 million development dedicated to the ship that was built at the city’s 
shipyard, Harland and Wolff. Opened in March 2012, there are aspects of this project that 
trouble Rooney. She questions, for example, the role that intentional fakery plays in the project’s 
interiors. Beyond the specifics of the project however, the questions she asks are larger. Does 
the “fake, theme and copy” nature of a project like this reinforce the perception that interior 
design is only concerned with the ephemeral “low design and kitsch”. It’s an attitude, she 
suggests, that will only change if interior designers engage with “more significant emotive and 
socio-economic questions” – precisely the  questions at the top of the agenda in the chapters by 
Di Ruvo and Breytenbach and Gomez-Gomez and Paez Ruiz. 

Di Ruvo and Breytenbach look at traditional crafts reinventing South African public interiors (and 
in turn helping to reinvent South African politics), while Gomez-Gomez and Paez Ruiz consider 
the argument that the work of Mexican architect Manuel Parra Mercado was politically motivated 
in its rejection of modernism. What both of these chapters also consider, in parallel with 
Furnival, is that the use of traditional crafts and forms brings with it a progressive, wider 
consideration of sustainability. Both perhaps presented with a gloss of nostalgia and optimism, 
they suggest that in both cases communities were not only encouraged and employed in the 
making of craft, but the sense of community was enhanced and sustained by the acts of 
production. 

Perhaps a consequence of attempts to underline the socio-political claims of the book’s title, 
‘communities’ are also central to the final two chapters in which Tonia Carless and Edward 
Hollis bring together many of the issues visited throughout the volume. Taking the debate 
regarding restoration and conservation in new directions they consider what is residual or waste 
space in urban settings and explore how resources, spaces and people can all be sustained by 
the approach taken to the adaptive re-use of existing spaces. Both authors challenge accepted 
practices and attitudes. Carless reintroduces the historic term of gleaning - through the painting 
by Millet, Des Glaneuses, 1857, and the contemporary documentary, Les Glaneurs et la 
Glaneuse by Agnes Varda, 2000. By allowing for chance and an absence of “expertise” in 
architectural design, as Varda does in her film, Carless suggests we can encourage a “collapse 
of the boundaries between architect and user” – an old strategy represented in new filmic 
clothing here, but worthy of attention nevertheless. 

Hollis takes this a stage further in his examination of the St Peter’s Seminary building in 
Glasgow which was built to strict modernist programming in the 1960’s but, by 1987 was 
abandoned to the fate of the elements, vandals and an unappreciative community. His response 
is to suggest a phased approach to the building’s reuse – one involving the gradual intervention 
and community reoccupation of the site but, and here is the ambition he presents, without 
knowing where it will end up. You can imagine planners and conservation officers everywhere 
shaking in their toughened, polished, safety-boots as they contemplate Hollis’ “invisible college” 
- a series of events where interested people will be invited to interact with the building and, in 
doing so, inform what might happen next.  

 

What is so refreshing about this book, despite its limitations and weaknesses – over-optimism 
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and an occasionally forced emphasis on community, amongst them ¬– is its openness to 
various ideas. Indeed, that is what is so refreshing about working and educating within this 
discipline – an openness to discussion and debate and, in doing so, an openness to new ways 
of doing things that eschew fashionable opinion, dated dogma and worshipful hierarchies. In a 
society that has to consider the responsible use of resources, at a time of increasing pressures 
on space and people, interior design and architecture are dynamic, creative and fundamental 
forces for change. What the editor of this book has managed to bring together is a set of ideas 
that demonstrate this clearly. Whether you are involved in interior architecture and design or 
not, you would get something out of this book. At the risk of writing in cliché, it is never too late 
to consider new ideas or, in being reminded of existing ones, adapt and re-use. 

 


